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The power
of data
Title
Text science
Power
unprecedented data collection capabilities
enormous computational power
ubiquity and broad acceptance
Opportunity
improve people’s lives, e.g., recommendation
accelerate scientific discovery, e.g., medicine
boost innovation, e.g., autonomous cars
transform society, e.g., open government
optimize business, e.g., advertisement targeting
goal - progress
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and now some bad
news
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Online price
Titlediscrimination
Text

lower prices offered to buyers who live in more affluent neighborhoods
https://www.wsj.com/articles/SB10001424127887323777204578189391813881534
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Amazon same-day
Title Text delivery

“… In six major same-day delivery
cities, however, the service area
excludes predominantly black
ZIP codes to varying degrees,
according to a Bloomberg analysis
that compared Amazon same-day
delivery areas with U.S. Census
Bureau data.”
https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2016-amazon-same-day/
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Amazon same-day
Title Text delivery

“The most striking gap in Amazon’s
same-day service is in Boston, where
three ZIP codes encompassing the
primarily black neighborhood of
Roxbury are excluded from sameday service, while the neighborhoods
that surround it on all sides are
eligible.”
https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2016-amazon-same-day/
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Redlining
Title Text
Redlining is the practice of arbitrarily denying or limiting
financial services to specific neighborhoods, generally because
its residents are people of color or are poor.

Households and businesses
in the red zones could not
get mortgages or business
loans.

A HOLC 1936 security map of Philadelphia showing
redlining of lower income neighborhoods

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Redlining
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Job-screening
Title Texttests

The Equal Employment Opportunity
commission is investigating whether
personality tests discriminate against
people with disabilities.
As part of the investigation, officials are
trying to determine if the tests shut out
people suffering from mental
illnesses such as depression or bipolar
disorder, even if they have the right skills
for the job.
http://www.wsj.com/articles/are-workplace-personality-tests-fair-1412044257
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Title job
Online
Textads

The AdFisher tool simulated job seekers
that did not differ in browsing behavior,
preferences or demographic
characteristics, except in gender.
One experiment showed that Google
displayed ads for a career coaching service
for “$200k+” executive jobs 1,852 times to
the male group and only 318 times to the
female group. Another experiment, in July
2014, showed a similar trend but was not
statistically significant.
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2015/jul/08/women-less-likely-ads-high-paid-jobs-google-study
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Racial bias in
Title
criminal
Text sentencing
A commercial tool COMPAS
automatically predicts some categories
of future crime to assist in bail and
sentencing decisions. It is used in
courts in the US.
The tool correctly predicts recidivism
61% of the time.
Blacks are almost twice as likely as
whites to be labeled a higher risk but
not actually re-offend.
The tool makes the opposite mistake
among whites: They are much more
likely than blacks to be labeled lower
risk but go on to commit other crimes.
https://www.propublica.org/article/machine-bias-risk-assessments-in-criminal-sentencing
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“Bias” in predictive
Title Text analytics

• Statistical bias in the model: a model is biased if it does
not summarize the data correctly
• Societal bias in the data: a dataset is biased if it does not
represent the world “correctly”, e.g., data is not
representative, there is measurement error,
• …. or the world is “incorrect”?
the world as it is or as it should be?

when data is about people, bias can lead to discrimination
Julia Stoyanovich
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The evilsTitle
of discrimination
Text
Disparate treatment is the illegal practice of
treating an entity, such as a creditor or
employee, differently based on a protected
characteristic such as race, gender, age,
religion, sexual orientation, or national origin.
Disparate impact is the result of systematic
disparate treatment, where disproportionate
adverse impact is observed on members of
a protected class.
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http://www.allenovery.com/publications/
en-gb/Pages/Protected-characteristicsand-the-perception-reality-gap.aspx

Statistical
Title Text
parity
Statistical parity (a popular group fairness measure)
demographics of the individuals receiving any outcome are the same
as demographics of the underlying population

SAT score
high

race

black

white
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positive
outcomes
20%
of black

60%
of white

Is statistical
Title
parity
Textsufficient?
Statistical parity (a popular group fairness measure)
demographics of the individuals receiving any outcome are the same
as demographics of the underlying population

SAT score
high

race

black

white

⊕
⊕ ⊖
⊕

low

⊖
⊕

⊖
⊖
⊖

⊖

positive
outcomes
40%
of black

40%
of white

Individual fairness
any two individuals who are similar w.r.t. a particular task should
receive similar outcomes
Julia Stoyanovich
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Ricci v. DeStefano
Title Text (2009)
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an (ongoing) attempt
at regulation
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NYC ADSTitle
transparency
Text
law
Local Law 49 of 2018 in relation to automated
decision systems used by agencies
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1/11/2018

The Title
original
Textdraft
8/16/2017

this is NOT what was adopted
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SummaryTitle
of Local
Text Law 49
1/11/2018
Form an automated decision systems (ADS) task force that surveys
current use of algorithms and data in City agencies and develops
procedures for:
•

interrogating ADS for bias and discrimination against members
of legally-protected groups (3(c) and 3(d))

•

requesting and receiving an explanation of an algorithmic
decision affecting an individual (3(b))

•

allowing the public to assess how ADS function and are used
(3(e)), and archiving ADS together with the data they use (3(f))
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fairness is risk
assessment

20

New Jersey
Title Text
bail reform
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New Jersey
Title Text
bail reform
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Racial bias in
Title
criminal
Text sentencing
A commercial tool COMPAS
automatically predicts some
categories of future crime to assist in
bail and sentencing decisions. It is
used in courts in the US.

https://www.propublica.org/article/machine-bias-risk-assessments-in-criminal-sentencing
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Fairness in
Title
riskText
assessment
•

A risk assessment tool gives a probability estimate of a
future outcome

•

Used in many domains:

•

•

insurance, criminal sentencing, medical testing, hiring,
banking

•

also in less-obvious set-ups, like online advertising

Fairness in risk assessment is concerned with how different
kinds of errors are distributed among sub-populations
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COMPAS as aTitle
predictive
Text instrument
[J. Kleinberg, S. Mullainathan, M. Raghavan; ITCS 2017]
Predictive parity (also called calibration)
an instrument identifies a set of instances as having probability x of
constituting positive instances, then approximately an x fraction of this
set are indeed positive instances, over-all and in sub-populations

COMPAS is well-calibrated: in the window around 40%, the
fraction of defendants who were re-arrested is ~40%, both
over-all and per group.

[plot from Corbett-Davies et al.; KDD 2017]
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An impossibility
Title Text result
[A. Chouldechova; arXiv:1610.07524v1 (2017)]
If a predictive instrument satisfies predictive parity, but the prevalence of the
phenomenon differs between groups, then the instrument cannot achieve equal
false positive rates and equal false negative rates across these groups

Recidivism rates in the ProPublica dataset are higher for the
black group than for the white group

What is recidivism?: Northpointe [the maker of COMPAS] defined
recidivism as “a finger-printable arrest involving a charge and a filing
for any uniform crime reporting (UCR) code.”
https://www.propublica.org/article/how-we-analyzed-the-compas-recidivism-algorithm
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Titlefor
Fairness
Text
whom?
based on a slide by Arvind Narayanan

Decision-maker: of those
I’ve labeled high-risk, how
many will recidivate?
Defendant: how likely am I
to be incorrectly classified
high-risk?

labeled
low-risk

labeled
high-risk

did not
recidivate

TN

FP

recidivated

FN

TP

different metrics matter to different stakeholders

h"ps://www.propublica.org/ar2cle/propublica-responds-tocompanys-cri2que-of-machine-bias-story
Julia Stoyanovich
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Fairness definitions
Title as
Text
“trolley problems”

https://www.helpage.org/silo/images/blogs/16_1391611056.gif
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Fairness & diversity:
Title Textzooming out
Many reasonable fairness and diversity notions have been considered
in philosophy, law, social science, …. , computer science, data science
• Yes, we can state fairness and diversity measures mathematically and
operationalize them in code

•No, there does not exist a single measure to rule them all, so we
will always need to consider trade-offs

• We should be careful to decouple our beliefs about what is or is not
fair from mechanisms consistent with those beliefs
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technical highlights

30

DiversityTitle
in set
Text
selection
1
2
1
3
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

select 4
applicants

1
2
1
3

1
1
2
3

1
2
1
2

ranked proportional equal

Can state all these as constraints:
for each category i, pick Ki elements, with
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floori ≤ K i ≤ ceili

joint with Yang [NYU] and Jagadish [UMich] - [EDBT 2018]
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Hiring Title
a jobText
candidate
Goal: Hire a candidate with a high score

4

1

3

2

5

7

Candidates arrive one-by-one
A candidate’s score is revealed when the candidate arrives
Decision to accept or reject a candidate made on the spot
Julia Stoyanovich
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Title
Per-category
warm-up
Text is crucial
Per-category warm-up period

Common warm-up period

synthetic data with categories A and B, score depends on category, lower for A

diversity by design
joint with Yang [NYU] and Jagadish [UMich] - [EDBT 2018]
Julia Stoyanovich
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Titlein
Fairness
Text
ranking
Idea: Rankings are relative, fairness measures should be rank-aware
rank% gender%
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More fairness
Title Text
in ranking

ACM SIGMOD 2019
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TitleinText
Stability
ranking

VLDB 2019
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Title
Looking
at Text
trade-offs
Balanced Ranking with Diversity Constraints
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1
New York University, Department of Computer Science and Engineering
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Abstract
Many set selection and ranking algorithms have recently been enhanced with diversity constraints that
aim to explicitly increase representation of historically disadvantaged populations, or to improve the
overall representativeness of the selected set. An
unintended consequence of these constraints, however, is reduced in-group fairness: the selected candidates from a given group may not be the best
ones, and this unfairness may not be well-balanced
across groups. In this paper we study this phenomenon using datasets that comprise multiple sensitive attributes. We then introduce additional constraints, aimed at balancing the in-group fairness
across groups, and formalize the induced optimization problems as integer linear programs. Using
these programs, we conduct an experimental evaluation with real datasets, and quantify the feasible trade-offs between balance and overall performance in the presence of diversity constraints.

parity in
outcomes
1 Introduction
The desire for diversity and fairness in many contexts, ranging from results of a Web search to admissions at a university, has recently introduced the need to revisit algorithm design in these settings. Prominent examples include set selection and ranking algorithms, which have recently been enhanced with diversity constraints [Celis et al., 2018; Drosou
et al., 2017; Stoyanovich et al., 2018; Zehlike et al., 2017;
Zliobaite, 2017]. Such constraints focus on groups of items
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are increasingly recognized by sociologists and political scientists [Page, 2008; Surowiecki, 2005]. Last but not least,
diversity constraints can be used to ensure dataset representativeness, for example when selecting a group of patients to
study the effectiveness of a medical treatment, or to understand the patterns of use of medical services [Cohen et al.,
2009], an example we will revisit in this paper.
Our goal in this paper is to evaluate and mitigate an unintended consequence that such diversity constraints may have
on the outcomes of set selection and ranking algorithms.
Namely, we want to ensure that these algorithms do not systematically select lower-quality items in particular groups. In
what follows, we make our set-up more precise.
Given a set of items, each associated with multiple sensitive attribute labels and with a quality score (or utility), a
set selection algorithm needs to select k of these items aiming to maximize the overall utility, computed as the sum of
utility scores of selected items. The score of an item is a
single scalar that may be pre-computed and stored as a physical attribute, or it may be computed on the fly. The output
of traditional set selection algorithms, however, may lead to
an underrepresentation of items with a specific sensitive attribute. As a result, recent work has aimed to modify these
algorithms with the goal of introducing diversity.
There are numerous ways to define diversity. For set selection, a unifying formulation for a rich class of proportional
representation fairness [Zliobaite, 2017] and coverage-based
diversity [Drosou et al., 2017] measures is to specify a lower
bound `v for each sensitive attribute value v, and to enforce it
as 37
the minimum cardinality of items satisfying v in the output
[Stoyanovich et al., 2018]. If the k selected candidates need
to also be ranked in the output, this formulation can be ex-
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Ranking withTitle
diversity
Text constraints
Goal: pick k=4 candidates, including 2 of each gender, and at
least one candidate per ethnicity, maximizing the total score of the
selected candidates.
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towards algorithmic
transparency

41

Title
Point
Text
1
algorithmic transparency is not
synonymous with releasing the source
code
publishing source code helps, but it is sometimes
unnecessary and often insufficient

Julia Stoyanovich
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Title
The
Vacca
Textbill
8/16/2017

this is NOT what was adopted
Julia Stoyanovich
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Title
Point
Text
2
algorithmic transparency requires data
transparency
data is used in training, validation, deployment
validity, accuracy, applicability can only be
understood in the data context
data transparency is necessary for all ADS, not
only for ML-based systems

Julia Stoyanovich
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Title
Point
Text
3
data transparency is not synonymous
with making all data public
release data whenever possible;
also release:
data selection, collection and pre-processing
methodologies; data provenance and quality
information; known sources of bias; privacypreserving statistical summaries of the data

Julia Stoyanovich
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DataTitle
Synthesizer
Text
[Ping, Stoyanovich, Howe SSDBM 2017]

http://demo.dataresponsibly.com/synthesizer/

summary

Data
Describer
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DataTitle
Synthesizer
Text
MetroLab “Innovation of the Month”

http://www.govtech.com/security/University-Researchers-Use-Fake-Data-for-Social-Good.html
Julia Stoyanovich
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DataTitle
Synthesizer
Text
[Ping, Stoyanovich, Howe SSDBM 2017]

http://demo.dataresponsibly.com/synthesizer/

Julia Stoyanovich
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Title
Point
Text
4

actionable transparency requires
interpretability
explain assumptions and effects, not details of
operation
engage the public - technical and non-technical

Julia Stoyanovich
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Transparency Title
with Text
“nutritional labels”
[Yang, Stoyanovich et al. ACM SIGMOD 2018]

http://demo.dataresponsibly.com/rankingfacts/nutrition_facts/
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Title
Point
Text
5

transparency by design, not as an
afterthought
provision for transparency and interpretability at
every stage of the data lifecycle
useful internally during development, for
communication and coordination between
agencies, and for accountability to the public

Julia Stoyanovich
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Frog’s
eye
view
Title
Text

but where does the data come from?

Julia Stoyanovich
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The dataTitle
science
Text lifecycle

sharing
annotation

analysis
validation
acquisition
curation

querying
ranking

responsible data science requires a holistic view
of the data lifecycle
Julia Stoyanovich
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Fides&

Fides: responsibility by design
Sharing&and&Cura0on&

Annota0on&
Anonymiza0on&

Integra0on&

Triage&
Alignment&
Transforma0on&

Processing&

Querying&
Ranking&
Analy0cs&

Veriﬁca0on&and&compliance&

Provenance&
Explana0ons&

Systems support for
responsible data science
Responsibility by design,
managed at all stages of the
lifecycle of data-intensive
applications
Applications: data science
for social good

[BIGDATA] Foundations of responsible data management 09/2017[HDR DIRSE-FW] Framework for integrative data equity systems
09/201955

teaching responsible
data science
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Teaching
Title Text
RDS

•

Topic cover the data science lifecycle, not only the final mile
of data analysis
•

fairness, diversity, transparency, interpretability

•

privacy, data protection

•

data profiling, data cleaning, plan to add data integration

•

legal frameworks, codes of ethics, professional
responsibility

Julia Stoyanovich
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Teaching
Title Text
RDS
•

•

Stand-alone technical courses
•

Designed and delivered a graduate course at the Center
for Data Science (CDS) at NYU, Spring 2019

•

Designed an undergraduate course at NYU CDS, a
requirement of the new BS in DS, will be offered in Spring
2020

Modules (readings, slides, assignments) integrated into
undergraduate and graduate courses:
•

•

(M1) Intro to RDS, (M2) Fairness, (M3) Transparency, (M4)
Data Protection

All materials available at dataresponsibly.github.io

Julia Stoyanovich
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Data Science
Titleofferings
Text
at NYU
The Center for Data Science (CDS) @ NYU - an independent
Provostial unit, established in 2012
Degrees: MS, PhD (started in 2017), BS (started in 2019)

Gender diversity: 38-49% female MS classes, 25-50%
female PhD classes (representative of the proportion of
female applicants)

[NSF NRT] FUTURE: Foundations, Translation,
Responsibility for Data Science Impact, 09/2019Julia Stoyanovich
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wrapping up

61

TheTitle
punchline
Text
Data science is algorithmic, therefore it
cannot be biased! And yet…
• All traditional evils of discrimination,
and many new ones, exhibit
themselves in the data science
ecosystem
• Transparency helps prevent
discrimination, enable public debate,
establish trust

http://www.allenovery.com/publications/
en-gb/Pages/Protected-characteristicsand-the-perception-reality-gap.aspx

• Technology alone won’t do: also need
regulation and civic engagement

responsible data science is our new frontier!
Julia Stoyanovich
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TitleofText
Codes
ethics
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Title
Three
principles
Text

Respect for persons
Beneficence
Justice
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Thank you!
dataresponsibly.github.io
@stoyanoj

ADS
example
Title
Text

Transitional
housing

Rapid
re-housing

Emergency
shelter

Permanent
housing

image by Bill Howe

Housing with
services

Unsuccessful
exit

•

Allocate interventions: services and support mechanisms

•

Recommend pathways through the system

•

Evaluate effectiveness of interventions, pathways, over-all system

Julia Stoyanovich
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How do Title
we get
Text
the data?
• A multitude of datasets gathered from local communities, data is
weakly structured: inconsistencies, missing values, hidden and
apparent bias
• Some data was anonymized, other data was not shared in fear
of violating regulations or the trust of participants
• Shared data was triaged, aligned, integrated (ETL + SQL)
• Integrated data was then filtered (SQL) and prioritized (sorted/
ranked), and only then passed as input to the learning module

Julia Stoyanovich
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https://www.nytimes.com/2017/01/13/
nyregion/mayor-de-blasio-scrambles-tocurb-homelessness-after-years-of-notkeeping-pace.html
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https://www.nytimes.com/
2016/02/06/nyregion/youngand-homeless-in-new-yorkoverlooked-andunderserved.html
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Mitigating urban
Title Text
homelessness

finding: women are underrepresented in the fix the model!
favorable outcome groups (group fairness)

of course, but maybe… the input was generated with:
select * from R
where status = ‘unsheltered’
2 month
and length > 1

Julia Stoyanovich

10% female
40% female
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Mitigating urban
Title Text
homelessness

finding: young people are recommended
fix the model!
pathways of lower effectiveness (high error rate)

of course, but maybe…
mental health info was missing for this population
go back to the data acquisition step, look for additional datasets
Julia Stoyanovich
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Mitigating urban
Title Text
homelessness

finding: minors are underrepresented in the input, compared to
their actual proportion in the population (insufficient data)

fix the model??

unlikely to help!

minors data was not shared
go back to the data sharing step, help data providers share their data
while adhering to laws and upholding the trust of the participants

Julia Stoyanovich
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